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About This Game

Now you’re playing with fire!

Blending top down ‘squirt ‘em-up’ action with Roguelike RPG mechanics, Flame Over features fast-paced fire-fighting thrills,
randomly generated levels and 4 deadly game zones.

Guide fire-fighting hero, Blaze Carruthers, in a race against time and near-certain death! Squirt, splash and spray your way
through all 16 floors of the deadly Infernal Industries building, combating ferocious fires in a red-hot adventure that changes

every time.

This game is ON FIRE!

•It Burns! - Fight against a deadly dynamic fire system that spreads realistically.
•Shop ‘til you Drop! - Find hidden items, equip powerups and upgrade Blaze to survive.

•Be a Hero! - Rescue panicking people and cutesy cats to stay alive.
•Never-Ending Emergency! - Thousands of room variations and secrets will keep you fired up… forever!
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This isn't a game this is torture, especially with a keyboard.... Play at your own risk !. This is a beautiful little game based on
Irish folklore. The art and music are both absolutely delightful, and makes the game worthwhile. Play is quite simple - just using
the cursor to move and paint - and the puzzle element is appropriate for most ages. For me, it was relaxing and meditative.
Three separate endings give it a small amount of replayability, but I'll probably wait at least a few months before playing again.
Thank you, Joint Custody team!!. Buggy, broken mess. I could go on and on, but I'll give just two very clear examples:
1. There is no save feature
2. If you hit the escape button to pause the game, there is no way to restart the game. For reals. The only way out of the pause
screen is to exit the whole damn game. At which point, see #1.

Worthless!!!. Im 14% complete in the story right now but, this game is very good! Good story, amazing combat. Also great
movement!. It's just a deep space waifu rip-off.Please don't suppor this dev.. If you like the game i'm pretty sure you'll enjoy
this content.. Honestly, I love this game. Ever since Castlevania SOTN, I've been wanting another good game that plays like it.

Now this game isnt perfect, but it's just got so many things that I've been looking for that it makes up for it in my opinion.
You've got lots of progression through items, upgrading your characters parts, alternate attacks ect.

The game has a little bit of a roguelike feeling, you keep your character and all your progression in your little town/hub zone,
whaver you would call it. But each time you die, the entire map resets and randomizes. I honestly really like it. If you get a quest
that requires quite a journey, you'll have to make multiple trips without dying. You can find mouse holes and clear them out,
which will act as waypoints you can quick travel between. If you ever find a mouse hole right next to your starting area, try not
to die, it'll save you alot of time.

One thing that I really like about the game is that your appearance changes depending on what you upgrade. I dumped alot of
money into my cape early on to see what upgrades it would give me, and ran out of money on a cool looking cape. I kind of find
myself neglecting my buildings just to try and find cool looking items right now lol.

Anyway, I'm not very far at the moment so I'll probably update it when I find more stuff to talk about.
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That naughty Loki has done it again - he's gone and nicked the magic viking rocks. What ever can you do? Jump around for a
bit.. waiting for showcase. Very nice Gameboy style graphics and gameplay. You are Fitz, a fox that needs to save his wife and
son kidnapped from the hunters of the forest. The first levels are kinda disappointing, you will need to use a glitch once to make
ennemies stop respawning out of the screen by using a button that will make the camera move slightly to the right. There's no
tutorial telling the keys, neither what to do with the items.

During the story you will be able the use 2 characters, Fitz and his wife, the wife is using a gun and you will be able to hover in
the air by shooting down. The game with this character is way too difficult if you don't take your time killing the ennemies.
There are ennemies crawling on the floor, walls or roof shooting fireballs falling down no matter where they are and shot at
random times, ennemies with spikes on their head, clouds shooting bubbles, moving spikes and squares shooting bullets from all
their angles. All them combined is apocalyptic, trust me.

The game is short but it can be awesome for all the speedgamers that want to do a new challenge from indie games.
I really enjoyed it and I highly recommend it.. Utter garbage on Linux (Ubuntu 15.10). Game begins to stutter and become
unresponsive seconds into starting, and eventually either freezes or you get a network error. Horrible.. I will say that I enjoy this
game massively. The way the bike handle is realistic for me and I feel that it is a positive first step in using Unreal Engine for
this game, even though I'm more used to 2013's rigid physics. The AI is a positive step too, as they will mercilessly try to
overtake you, by even barging their way too if you let your guard down.

In conclusion, I would love to rate this 10/10 but Marquez is too OP. Nerf him pls in the next game, thank you.

Still a great MotoGP game though.
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